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Abstract.  Heart disease is a very fast growing common disease 

and a major cause of death worldwide. Health care industry is 

considered as one the most information intensive industries. 

There is vital knowledge in the health care system and data min-

ing technologies are commonly applied to enrich the data pro-

cess. Data mining helps to make and predict the status of disease 

using health care data. Early detection of symptoms of heart 

disease is a serious challenge in the present situation. Research 

is being done to diagnose with hybrids of data mining techniques. 

The focus of this paper is to review the classification and data 

mining techniques which used for heart disease prediction. 

 

Keywords: Heart Disease, Data Mining , Prediction, Feature 

Selection. 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

       Meaningful patterns and associations of knowledgea-

ble data can be discovered through data analysis using the 

process of data mining. Various methods and algorithms 

are applied in the data mining to extract useful knowledge 

in the form of pattern in the data. Knowledge Discovery 

Database (KDD) is considered as another name of Data 

mining. There are various steps involved in data mining 

such as Data Integration, Data Selection, Data Cleaning, 

Data Transformation, Data Mining, Pattern Evaluation and 

Knowledge Presentation and Decisions or use of Discov-

ered Knowledge. Data mining divided into two models 

such as Descriptive Model and Predictive Model. Predic-

tive Model is used to predict unknown or future values of 

other variables. Classification, Regression and Time-Series 

Analysis belong to the category of Predictive Model. 

        

Descriptive Model is developed to issue a good knowledge 

of data without trying to attack a particular situation. Clus-

tering, Association Rules, Sequence Discovery and Sum-

marization belong to the category of Descriptive Model 

[1,2]. Data mining techniques such as clustering and clas-

sification methods such as Naive Bayes, Decision tree, 

Random forest and K-nearest neighbour are used to identi-

fy several heart diseases[3,4]. 

       

 Medical Data mining is an activity of different effort 

which includes much inaccuracy and uncertainty [5]. 

Health care data is very big. The Medical Decision Sup-

port System was proposed to optimize medical errors and 

costs assist in earlier disease detection and to achieve pre-

ventive medicine. Some incidents will end in mistakes, 

huge medical cost will demage the level of support and 

help to the patients[6].The data mining has been used in 

medical domain to make medical decisions and diagnose 

medical problems. 

 

2. HEART DISEASE 

        Heart Disease is also referred as Cardio Vascular Dis-

ease(CVD).Heart disease is one of the major risks in which 

the whole word is fighting on predicting the risk in the 

earlier stage. The human heart is one of the main compo-

nents of the body, circulating blood throughout the body 

through the blood supply system [7].If affects the brain 

and heart stops working completely and life loss happens 

within a few minutes[8].Heart attack is caused by abra-

sions of the heart muscle due to insufficient oxygen supply 

and inattention to pump blood[ 9].It is difficult to accurate-

ly diagnose true heart disease because the data are so com-

plex[10]. some of the risk factors of the Cardio vascular 

disease. Smoking often causes heart attack. Various factors 

and risk of heart disease are chest pain, heart burn and 

stomach pain, pain in the arms and seating. A close and 

updated study done in 2018 by WHO reveals the outcome 

that 56.9 million life loss happened in the world during the 

year 2016 was only by heart disease[11].The most timely 

tests and efficient methods for heart disease are very im-

portant. 

 

3.  FEATURE SELECTION 

 

        There are different data sets to capture heart disease, 

but there are some features or attributes limited no of rare-

ly used to diagnose the disease. Some data sets have re-

dundant features. Negative effects are caused by unwanted 

features. They increase the training time and so many fea-

tures having redundant and irrelevant features can be very 

inconvenient [12,13].Feature selection is a method of re-

moving attributes with small or no information[14].Feature 

selection is an efficient way to removes the unnecessary, 

redundant and irrelevant features from the dataset. The 

feature only contains relevant and useful attribute elements 

so it helps to reduce the training time and improve the 

classification accuracy[15]. 

 

4. DATA SETS 

 

         The heart disease prediction used data set taken from 

UCI(University of californio, Irvine) data mining reposito-

ry[16]. Data set is the collection of similar data rec-

ords[17]. The data set used a number of records such 

as1)Cleveland:303 2) Hungarian: 294 3) Switzerland: 123 
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4) Long Beach VA: 200. All data sets contain 76 attributes 

but used only 14 attributes. This 14 attributes contain eight 

categorical attributes and six numerical attributes. Cleve-

land data set and statlog data set are very popular and 

commonly used[18]. Because Cleveland data set and stat-

log data set have minimum number of missing values but 

other data set have more number of missing values [17]. 

TABLE I: Heart disease dataset Attributes used 

S.NO Attributes Description 

1 Age  Age in years 

 

2  Sex Gender instance 

1=male, 0=female 

 

3 cp Chest Pain type (1= typical an-

gina,2=atypical, 3=non- angina 

pain, 4=asymptomatic) 

4 Trestbps Resting blood suger ( in mm Hg 

on admission to hospital) 

5 chol Serum cholesterol in mg/d1 

 

6 Fbs Fasting blood sugar>120 

mg/d1(1=true, 0=false) 

7 restecg Resting electrocardiographic 

results(0= normal, 1= having 

ST-T wave abnormality, 2=left 

ventricular hypertrophy) 

8 thalach Maximum heart rate 

 

9  exang Exercise Induced Angina 

(1=yes, 0=no) 

10 oldpeak ST Depression include by Exer-

cise Relative to Rest 

11 slope Slope of the Peak Exercise ST 

Segment(1 = Up Sloping 2 = 

Flat  

3 = Down Sloping) 

12  ca Number of Major Vessels Col-

ored by Fluoroscopy 

13 thal Defect types 

3 = Normal 6 = Fixed Defect  

7 = Reversible Defect 

14 num Diagnosis of heart disease 

Class (0 = Healthy 1 = Have 

Heart Disease) 

 

5. DATA MINING TECHNIQUES USED IN HEART 

DISEASE PREDICTION 

 

Karthikeyan G et. al [19] proposed a hybridization method 

which combines linear stacking model and Xgboost algo-

rithm (HLS-Xgboost) to improve prediction accuracy. This 

HLS-Xgboost model performs better than other models 

such as Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayes (NB) classifier, 

Density base Spatial clustering model, SVM, Random 

Forest (RF), Multi-Layer perceptron (MLP), and Linear 

Regression (LR) respectively. It gives 96% more of accu-

racy than other existing models. 

Vicky Singh et. al [20] proposed a recommendation system 

using machine learning algorithms based on vital data like 

cholesterol level, age, etc. for heart disease prediction. The 

proposed model gives 90% of accuracy and performs bet-

ter than SVC and Decision tree classifier. 

Md. Nahiduzzaman et. al [21] proposed two classifiers 

such as Multi-Layer Perceptron neural network (MLP) and 

another is Support Vector Machine (SVM). In addition, the 

heart disease is classified into two-class and five-class lev-

el in the proposed work. SVM, MLP gives 92.45%, 

90.57% accuracy respectively in two-class classification 

problem. SVM, MLP produces accuracy of 59.01%, 

68.86% in five-class classification problem. They conclud-

ed that SVM outperforms in two-class classification and 

MLP Performs better in five-class classification for heart 

disease diagnosis.  

Devansh Shah et. al [22] presented a model which depends 

on supervised learning algorithms. K- nearest neighbor 

algorithm gives 90.7% of more accurate result than other 

supervised learning algorithms such as Naïve Bayes, deci-

sion tree, random forest. 

Saba Bashir et. al [23] described the heart disease predic-

tion using feature selection techniques and algorithms to 

enhance accuracy. Logistic regression SVM, Decision 

Tree, Naïve Bayes and Random forest are used in Rapid 

miner tool on a UCI dataset. The experimental result 

shows that the accuracy of Decision Tree, Regression, 

Random Forest, Naïve Bayes and Logistic Regression 

SVM of 82.22%, 82.56%, 84.17%, 84.24% and 84.85% 

respectively. They suggested  

that Logistic Regression (SVM) is a better feature selec-

tion technique for heart disease prediction. 

.Kanika Pahwa et. al [24] proposed a heart disease predic-

tion model using hybrid feature selection SVM-RFE (sup-

port Vector Machine - Recursive Feature Elimination) 

algorithm for feature selection. UCI dataset been used in 

the proposed model. In addition, Naive Bayes, Random 

Forest were used as classifiers for categorize the disease 

existence or absence. 

 

C. Sowmiya et. al [25] proposed a hybrid model for heart 

disease prediction using ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) 

with HKNN (Hybrid K-Nearest Neighbor) classifier. This 

ACO-HKNN is compared with existing KNN (K-Nearest 

Neighbor), C4.5, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) classification techniques. The pro-

posed hybrid prediction model produced a better accuracy 

of 99.2% when compared with other existing classification 

techniques. 

Pooja Rani et. al [26] proposed a hybrid verdict carry sys-

tem by combining the GA (Genetic Algorithm) and recur-

sive feature elimination for feature selection. Synthetic 

Minority Oversampling Technique and standard scalar 

technique used for pre-processing. SVM, naive bayes, ran-

dom forest, logistic regression and adaboost classifiers are 

used in the proposed system. It provides 86.6%, of accura-

cy. 

Anchana Khemphila et. al [27] proposed an improved ap-

proach for Heart disease Classification using MLP (Multi 

Layer Perceptron) with BPLA (Back-Propagation Learning 
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Algorithm) and Feature Selection Algorithm (FLA). At-

tributes were reduced from Thirteen to eight and the accu-

racy differences is 1.1% in training data set and 0.82% in 

the validation data set. 

Namariq Ayad Saeed et. al [28] proposed a Heart Disease 

Prediction System by combining BPSO (Binary Particle 

Swarm Optimization Algorithm) with Mutual Information 

(MI) filter. Logistic regression is one of the most important 

technique  used for classification. This MI_BPSO produc-

es a Classification accuracy of 98.33% when compared 

with BPSO. Execution time of the MI_PBSO been signifi-

cantly improved when compared with existing BPSO. 

Luxmi Verma et. al [29] proposed a hybrid model using 

CFS (Correlation based Feature Subset) with PSO (Particle 

Swam Optimization) and Kmeans clustering algorithms for 

diagnosis of Coronary artery disease (CAD). The proposed 

hybrid model provides 90.82% accuracy than other exist-

ing techniques such as MLR (Multinomial Logistic Re-

gression), FURIA (Fuzzy Unordered Rule Induction Algo-

rithm), MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) and C4.5. 

Youness Khourdifi et. al [30] proposed the FCBF (Fast 

Correlation-Based Feature) selection to enhance the heart 

disease classification worth. In addition, the existing clas-

sification algoritms such as KNN, SVM, Multilayer Per-

ception, Artificial Neural Network, NB, RF are optimized 

by PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) combined with 

ACO (Ant Colony Optimization). This hybrid optimized 

model gives the 99.65% of classification accuracy.  

J. Vijayashree et. al [31] presented a novel function based 

on population diversity and tuning function for identifying 

optimal weights. In addition, they proposed a fitness func-

tion for PSO with SVM in order to reduce attributes count 

and the accuracy improvement. The proposed PSO- SVM 

produces better accuracy than other existing feature selec-

tion algorithms.lications domain, strength and weakness of 

their algorithms. 

M. Anbarasi et. al [32] proposed the GA with three classi-

fiers like NB, classification by clustering and DT used to 

predict the diagnosis of patients with reduced number of 

features. Thirteen attributes are reduced to six attributes by 

using GA. The NB and classification by clustering having 

inconsistencies and high missing value but DT data mining 

techniques accu-racy is high 99.2% and less missing value. 

 

Durgadevi Velusamy et. al [33] proposed a machine learn-

ing algorithm for effective diagnosis and prediction of 

CAD (Co-ronary Artery Disease). It contains a heteroge-

neous ensemble method which combines the classifiers 

such as Random For-est, KNN and SVM for effective di-

agnosis and ensemble vot-ing technique for CAD predic-

tion. In feature selection, the Boruta wrapper based feature 

selection algorithm and SVM have been used based on 

attribute importance and rank. In ensemble voting tech-

nique, among based Majority-Voting (MVEn), Average 

Voting (AVEn), and Weighted-Average Voting (WAVEn), 

the WAVEn algorithm gives 98.97% of classification ac-

curacy, 100% of sensitivity, 96.3% of speci-ficity, and 

98.3% of precision for the original dataset. In the balanced 

dataset, the WAVEn algorithm achieves 100% of accura-

cy, sensitivity, precision and specificity in CAD diag-

nosis. 

 

Jyoti Soni et. al [34] are focused on a detailed survey relat-

ed to heart disease prediction using data mining tech-

niques. In same dataset, Decision Tree, Bayesian Classifi-

cation algorithm are performed better than other prediction 

models such as Neural Networks, KNN, Classification 

based on clustering. In addition, the accuracy of Bayesian 

classification, Decision Tree algoritm have been further 

improved by combining Genetic Algorithm. The compari-

son of all the techniques is summarized as given in Table 

2. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: The accuracy accrued by the existing data mining 

techniques used for the prediction of CVD was summa-

rized in the given below. 
Author Data Mining 

Techniques 

Accuracy Feature  

Selection 

Karthikeyan et. al HLS-Xgboost 96% 13 

Vicky Singh et. al SVC 90% 13 

Md.Nahiduzzaman 

et. al 

SVM  

MLP 

92.45% 

90.57% 

13 

Devansh et. al NB  

KNN  

DT  

RF 

88.157% 

90.789% 

80.263% 

86.84% 

13 

Saba Bashir  et. al MRMR/FS 

LR(SVM) 

84.85% 13 

Kanika Ravinder-

kumar et. al 

NB  

RF 

84.1584% 

84.164% 

10 

12 

Sowmiya.C et. al  HKNN 

Hybrid KNN 

99.02% 9 

Pooja Rani et. al A Hybrid 

combining 

GA& RFE 

 

86.60% 8 

Anchana Khemphi-

la et. al 

ANN Training 

89.56% 

8 

 

 

 

Namariq  Ayad 

saeed et. al 

MI_BPSO + 

MLP 

96.66% 8 

 

 

Luxmi Verma et. al CFS+ PSO + 

MLP 

90.28% 7 

Youness Khourdifi 

et. al 

PSO+MLP 99.65% 7 

Vijayashree et. al PSO+SVM 84.36% 6 
M.Anbarasi et. al DT 99.2% 6 
Durgadevi Ve-

lusamy et. al 

WAVEn 96.55% 5 
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

     The comparative analysis among the existing data min-

ing techniques HLS-Xgboost, SVC, SVM, MLP, NB, 

KNN, DT, RF, LR(SVM), HKNN, A Hybrid combining 

GA& RFE, ANN, MI_BPSO + MLP, CFS+ PSO + MLP, 

PSO+MLP, PSO+SVM, WAVEn is carried out. The per-

formance of the existing data mining techniques are com-

pared with respect to the accuracy results is as shown in 

the Fig.1. 

 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

      Knowing the initial stage of the heart disease with data 

mining techniques is one of the biggest challenges in the 

health care sector. In health care sector different processes 

generate data in huge quantities. Some of the computerized 

health care monitoring systems and various medical in-

struments are continuously collecting health care data and 

hence the volume of the clinical data is increasing in rapid 

manner. Early detection of symptoms of heart disease can 

save people from this disease. The important task of this 

paper is to review the classification and feature selection of 

data mining techniques used for heart disease prediction. 

The techniques used in reviews produced good outcomes. 

This will be beneficial to the patients with heart disease if 

the accuracy is achieved by hybriding the available tech-

niques. 
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